We show that training common regularized autoencoders resembles clustering, because it amounts to fitting a density model whose mass is concentrated in the directions of the individual weight vectors. We then propose a new activation function based on thresholding a linear function with zero bias (so it is truly linear not affine), and argue that this allows hidden units to "collaborate" in order to define larger regions of uniform density. We show that the new activation function makes it possible to train autoencoders without an explicit regularization penalty, such as sparsification, contraction or denoising, by simply minimizing reconstruction error. Experiments in a variety of recognition tasks show that zero-bias autoencoders perform about on par with common regularized autoencoders on low dimensional data and outperform these by an increasing margin as the dimensionality of the data increases.
Introduction
Autoencoders are popular feature learning methods, that are commonly used for learning representations, or as building blocks in deep networks. In their simplest form, they are based on minimizing the squared error between an observation (such as an image patch), x, and its non-linear reconstruction
where w k and b k are weight vector and bias for hidden unit k, c is a vector of visible biases, and h(·) is a hidden unit activation function. Popular choices of activation function are the sigmoid h(a) = 1 + exp(−a) −1 , or the rectified linear (ReLU) h(a) = max(0, a). Various regularization schemes can be used to prevent trivial solutions when using a large number of hidden units. These include corrupting inputs during learning (Vincent et al., 2008) , adding a "contraction" penalty, that forces the derivative of the hidden activations wrt. inputs to be small (Rifai et al., 2011) , or using sparsity penalties (Coates et al., 2011 ).
This work is based on the curious observation that the hidden biases, b k , in practically all applications tend to take on negative values. We show that for contrast normalized images, negative biases give rise to an energy landscape that is non-uniform and concentrated around the weight vectors, which lets the autoencoder approximate a clustering method. This is in stark contrast to methods like PCA, in which hidden variables "collaborate" to assign a single energy (or probability density) value to large homogeneous regions in the input space. Our analysis applies approximately to Restricted Boltzmann Machines with Gaussian visibles, because the unnormalized log-probability is identical to the energy function defined by the autoencoder (Kamyshanska & Memisevic, 2013) . It may also help explain recent work by (Coates et al., 2011; Saxe et al., 2011) who show that clustering performs surprisingly well in comparison to autoencoders and RBMs in recognition tasks (as long as a linear activation function without bias is used at test time).
We show that the localization of active regions may be attributed to the fact that in conventional autoencoders, hidden activation functions have the dual responsibility of (i) yielding responses that are on average sparse, and (ii) yielding linear coefficients that can reconstruct the input (cf., Eq. 1). We then propose a new activation function that allows us to disentangle these roles. We show that this makes it possible to train autoencoders without additional regularization, such as denoising or contraction, by simply minimizing squared error. We also show that it yields features that can increasingly outperform regularized autoen-coders in recognition tasks as the dimensional of the data increases, as predicted by our analysis.
Our analysis is also supported by the observation recently reported in (Ba & Frey, 2013; Makhzani & Frey, 2013) , that in a network that uses a subset of linear hidden units as an encoding, the optimal number of hidden units tends to be relatively small.
Training via thresholding, which we introduce in Section 3, is loosely related to dropout (Hinton et al., 2012) in that it forces features to align with high-density regions. In contrast to dropout, thresholding is not stochastic. Hidden activations and reconstructions are a deterministic function of the input.
Other related work is the work by (Goroshin & LeCun, 2013) who introduce a variety of new activation functions for training autoencoders and argue for shrinking nonlinearities, which set small activations to zero. In contrast to that work, we show that it is possible to train autoencoders without additional regularization, when using the right type of shrinkage function. Our work is also loosely related to (Martens et al., 2013) who discuss limitations of RBMs with binary observations.
Regularization localizes features
This work was motivated by the observation that regularized training of autoencoders tends to yield biases in the hidden units which are negative. See Figure 1 for an experimental demonstration of this effect. The figure shows filters learned from CIFAR-10 image patches (Krizhevsky & Hinton, 2009) and corresponding histograms over hidden unit bias terms after learning. Negative biases and sparse hiddens can be crucial also for learning useful features with RBMs (Lee et al., 2008) , and sparsifying responses by initializing hidden biases with large negative values is a fairly common trick to learn better features (Hinton, 2010) .
Autoencoders and RBMs are typically applied to DCcentered and contrast-normalized image patches. Other types of data, like word representations, are also often normalized. We assume in the following that data is normalized to have fixed norm, so that all data-points are located on the hypersphere. But most of the analysis in this paper should apply approximately to mean-centered data without fixed norm by replacing regions on the sphere with convex cones.
Consider the effect of a negative bias on a hidden unit with "one-sided activation functions", such as ReLU or sigmoid, (ie. activations which asymptote at zero for increasingly negative preactivation): With negative bias, b k , it will act like a selection function, which zeroes out the activities for points whose inner product with the weight vector w k is small. As a result, the region on the hypersphere that activates a hidden unit (ie. that yields a value that is significantly different from 0) will be a spherical cap, whose size is determined by the size of the weight vector and the bias.
These regions are visualized for an autoencoder with ReLU activation in Figure 2 (top left plot): the output of each hidden peaks at the input which is perfectly aligned with the weight vector, w k , of that hidden unit, and falls off symmetrically around that point.
Similarly, the output of a hidden unit with sigmoid activation function will be localized around the weight vector as well, but can contain a spherical plateau of constant activity in the center.
1 Figure 1 . Top row: Filters learned by a contractive autoencoder (left) and a denoising autoencoder (right) from CIFAR-10 patches. Bottom row: Corresponding histograms over learned hidden unit biases. Both models used 100 hidden units (cAE sigmoid, dAE ReLU) and were trained on whitened 6×6 color image patches. (All plots in this paper are best viewed in color).
Sparsity and tiling space
Since activations are defined by spherical caps, a single layer autoencoder with sigmoid or ReLU activation function effectively defines a radial basis function network on the hypersphere.
The reason that they work well in applications suggests that tiling the input space into small cells is a good way to learn representations in those applications. It also suggests that one role of sparsity and overcompleteness is to support locality. Clearly, tiling spaces is a way to eliminate "collaborations" between hidden units and thereby to yield a disentangled representation (Bengio, 2009 ). Indeed, clustering may be viewed as the ultimate disentangling method, because given any sufficiently fine-grained quantization and enough training data, a subsequent linear layer (such as a classifier) can learn almost any arbitrary non-linear function. Obviously, this will work only as long as the intrinsic dimensionality of the data manifold is not too high, and there is enough training data. Since it is common to train autoencoders on small image patches, it may not be surprising that tiling works reasonably well in those cases. We study the success of autoencoders on data with varying intrinsic dimensionality empirically in Section 4.
Another empirical observation that supports the predominant role of localization in learning representations with autoencoders is the following: If we train a contractive autoencoder (Rifai et al., 2011) with negative contraction cost, we also learn Gabor-like features similar to those shown in Figure 1 . And the model performs about as well as a cAE with (positive) contraction (see Section 4 for details).
Energy function of autoencoders with negative bias
We now study the shape of the "density model" defined by an autoencoder in more detail, using their associated energy function (Kamyshanska & Memisevic, 2013) . A realvalued autoencoder (same for RBM) is associated with an energy function
where H(·) is the anti-derivative of the hidden unit activation function (Kamyshanska & Memisevic, 2013) . The negative of Eq. 2 is also know as free energy in the RBM. The energy function is defined as the function whose derivative with respect to x yields the autoencoder reconstruction function
The significance of the energy for studying autoencoders is that it can viewed as unnormalized log-probability of the data. Learning has the effect of making the energy surface large at training examples and small elsewhere (Alain & Bengio, 2013) .
By defining the active set of hidden units with non-negative response 2 : S(x) = {k : w
, we may rewrite 2 A similar approach of restricting attention to the active set was used recently by (Razvan Pascanu, 2014) to study the number of regions defined in a deep ReLU network the energy for a ReLU autoencoder as follows:
where Ω denotes terms that do not depend on x. Defining W x as matrix containing the active weight vectors, this simplifies further to
This shows that the energy function, up to constant terms, is the sum of two quadratic forms in x:
with
and
Q p has its global minimum at
Equation 9 defines a weighted average of the active weight vectors with positive coefficients when the corresponding biases are negative (experimentally, biases are almost always negative, as discussed in Section 2). Note also that W T x W x will be positive definite (and typically is close to the identity).
For mean-centered data, the form Q n has its global minimum at the origin, because the visible biases will be close to 0 (this is generally assumed to be the case, but we also confirmed this to be the case in our experiments). Thus, with Q n constant on the hypersphere, the shape of the density defined by the autoencoder will be determined by the values that Q p takes on in the active region. Because the global minimum of Q p is in the cone defined by the active weight vectors, the density will be non-uniform in this region. More specifically, Q p will achieve its maximum in the corners of the cone, given by the active weight vectors.
And it will achieve its minimum in the interior of the convex hull defined by the weight vectors.
In other words, the density model defined by an autoencoder with negative biases is concentrated in the direction of the weight vectors and decays towards their center of mass. The concentration will be more pronounced in high dimensions, as the quadratic function will grow faster as a function of distance from its center. Any learning algorithm will try to fit the density model to the empirical data density. Since the density function is concentrated in the directions of the active weight vectors, learning will have a similar effect to running a clustering algorithm.
Empirically, RBMs and autoencoders were shown to work well in many applications. However, (Coates et al., 2011; Saxe et al., 2011 ) also showed that a clustering method proper, such as K-means, or even choosing random datapoints as weight vectors, can perform as well and often better. They also showed that, if the representations are used by a subsequent linear classifier, a piecewise linear activation function 3 , like the ReLU without bias term, works best at test-time. This suggests that the bias terms acts like a regularizer for training. But obviously, there is no need to regularize at test time. We will discuss the energy function of an autoencoder with linear activation and zero bias below.
A similar argument applies to sigmoid hiddens, because these quickly tend to zero for large negative inputs. Since the sigmoid does not take on exact zero values, there is not as straightforward an argument analytically. Autoencoders with sigmoid hidden units have the same energy function as a Restricted Boltzmann Machines with Gaussian observables (Kamyshanska & Memisevic, 2013) .
Energy function of autoencoders without bias
The difference in the energy function, between a ReLU with and without bias term, is that the linear term disappears for the latter:
This is simply the sum of squared responses of the active hiddens. In analogy to Eq. 5, the energy can still be written as the difference of two quadratic functions, but both have the same center. More specifically, we now have
This defines a region of uniform density on the unit hypersphere, if W T x W x is the identity matrix. It will deviate 3 In (Coates et al., 2011 ) the so-called "triangle activation" was used instead of a ReLU as the inference method for K-means. This amounts to setting activations below the mean activation to zero, and it is almost identical to a ReLU when the mean preactivation of hiddens is approximately zero. from being a uniform region to the degree that W T x W x is not the identity matrix, but in high dimensions it will do so less drastically than a quadratic with a linear term, on the unit hypersphere. As we show empirically in Section 3 training autoencoders with zero bias tends to exactly orthonormalize the weights.
The active region is equivalent to the energy function of a linear autoencoder or of PCA (Kamyshanska & Memisevic, 2013 ), but it is confined to the active region. Thus, given a point from the active region, hidden units define a basis which spans a subspace. So the autoencoder without bias models the data density using (potentially very large) patches of constant density. Illustrations of the energy function defined by an ReLU autoencoder with zero bias are shown in Figure 2 (for two hiddens on the bottom left; for three hiddens on the bottom right). 
Learning with threshold-gated activations
It is interesting to contrast the case of a zero-bias and negative-bias autoencoder in the case of a density that is concentrated along some high-density region, such as a subspace or part of it. When modeling this density with convex blobs, there is a trade-off between the fidelity with which one can model this region and the number of hidden units needed to do so. Decreasing the number of hidden units will require their active regions to be larger, but since the regions are convex, "subspace leakage" will occur which will cause probability mass to be wasted in directions orthogonal to the region of high density.
The same is not true for linear responses without bias (as long as the high density regions can be approximated using piecewise linear parts). It is well-known that a set of orthogonal weight vectors, w 1 , . . . , w K , can represent any point x in its span by using the linear coefficients w T i x, in other words by setting r(x) = k∈S(x) w T k x w k For non-orthonormal weight vectors, and in particular for overcomplete representations, this is not the case. However, if the weight vectors span the data space, they form a frame (eg. (Kovacevic & Chebira, 2008) ), so analysis weightsw i exist, such that an exact reconstruction can be written as
The vectorsw i and w i are in general not identical, but they are related through a matrix multiplication:
The matrix S is known as frame operator for the frame {w k } k given by the weight vectors w k , and the set {w k } k is the dual frame associated with S (Kovacevic & Chebira, 2008) . The frame operator may be the identity in which case w k =w k (which will be the case in an autoencoder with tied weights.)
Minimizing reconstruction error will make the frames {w} k and {w} k approximately duals of one another, so that Eq. 12 will approximately hold. More interestingly, for an autoencoder with tied weights, w k =w k , minimizing reconstruction error would let the frame approximate a Parseval frame (Kovacevic & Chebira, 2008) , such that Parseval's identity holds:
In this case, we would obtain an exactly piecewise constant density in the active region as shown in Figure 2 (bottom).
This suggests defining an autoencoder with piecewise linear, not affine, activation functions. But it leaves open the question of how to regularize such a model, since training with piece-wise linear functions will learn the identity with any reasonably large number of hiddens. The solution that we propose below is based on thresholding the hidden responses in order to reduce the size of their active regions.
Thresholding linear responses
Our goal is to localize hidden units so that they become active only in a small region of the input space. But once a subset of hiddens are active together, they should act like an orthonormal basis, defining a constant density patch in the input space.
To this end, we disentangle the selection function which sparsifies hiddens from the activation function that defines the representation, by defining the autoencoder reconstruction using a product of a selection function times a linear representation:
The selection function, h(·), can use a negative bias term to achieve sparsity, but we use a linear term to define the coefficients in the reconstruction.
In our experiments we use the boolean selection function h w
This activation function is illustrated in Figure 3 (left). We will refer to it as Truncated Rectified (TRec) in the following. We set θ to 1.0 in all our experiments (so all hiddens have the same threshold). While this is unlikely to be an optimal choice, we found it to work well and often on par with, or better than, traditional regularized autoencoders like the denoising or contractive autoencoder. Truncation, in contrast to the negative-bias ReLU, can also be viewed as a hardthresholding operator, the inversion of which is fairly wellunderstood (Boche & Mijail Guillemard and, 2013) .
Note that the TRec activation function is simply a peculiar activation function that we use for training. So training amounts to minimizing squared error without any kind of regularization. We drop the thresholding for testing, where we use simply the rectified linear response. 
Relation to square-pooling and gating
After a selection is made as to which hidden units are active for a given data example, linear coefficients are used in the reconstruction. This is very similar to the way in which gating and square pooling models (eg., (Olshausen et al., 2007; Memisevic & Hinton, 2007; 2010; Ranzato et al., 2010; Le et al., 2011; Memisevic, 2011; Konda et al., 2013; Memisevic, 2013) ) define their reconstruction: The response of a hidden unit in these models is defined by multiplying the filter response or squaring it, followed by a non-linearity. To reconstruct the input, the output of the hidden unit is then multiplied by the filter response itself, making the model bi-linear. As a result, reconstructions are defined as the sum of feature vectors, weighted by linear coefficients of the active hiddens. This suggests interpreting the success of these models in learning videos and other high-dimensional data as a result of using hidden units that "collaborate".
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Square pooling models define active regions to be subspaces rather than cones. Inspired by this, we define the subspace activation function
as an alternative to the activation function defined in Eq. 14. It performs a linear reconstruction when the preactivation is either very large or very negative. Thus, the energy function defined by this model is a sum of squares within the active region, too, but the active region is a subspace not a convex cone. We refer to this activation function as thresholded linear (TLin) below. See Figure 3 (right plot) for an illustration.
For both the TRec and TLin activation functions, the separation of the decision to fire from the encoding makes it possible to use a linear representation without bias. We shall refer to autoencoders with these activation as zerobias autoencoder (ZAE) in the following.
Experiments 4.1. CIFAR-10
We chose the CIFAR-10 dataset (Krizhevsky & Hinton, 2009) to study the ability of various models to learn from high dimensional input data. It contains color images of size 32 × 32 pixels that are assigned to 10 different classes. The number of samples for training is 50, 000 and for testing is 10, 000. We consider the permutation invariant recognition task where the method is unaware of the 2D spatial structure of the input. We evaluated several other models along with ours, namely contractive autoencoder, 4 In factored bi-linear models (eg. (Memisevic & Hinton, 2010) ), a hidden unit is connected to multiple filters, and the decision whether to take part in the reconstruction is thus made jointly for all filters connected to that unit. In our model, the decision is made separately for each filter. It is the learning that has to figure out how to group filters. This is analogous to how it is the learning that has to determine the selection of hidden units in undirected models like RBMs in the absence of lateral connections. From a practical point of view it seems like a much better idea to move difficult decisions like this into the learning rather than the inference phase. standout autoencoder (Ba & Frey, 2013) and K-means. The evaluation is based on classification performance.
The input data of size 3×32×32 is contrast normalized and dimensionally reduced using PCA whitening retaining 99% variance. We also evaluated a second method of dimensionality reduction using PCA without whitening (denoted NW below). The number of features for each of model is set to 200, 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 3500, 4000. All models are trained with stochastic gradient descent. For all experiments in this section we chose a learning rate of 0.0001 for a few initial training epochs, and incremented it to 0.001 after some time. This is to ensure that scaling issues in the initializing are dealt with at the outset, and to help avoid any blow-ups during training. Each model is trained for 1000 epochs in total with a fixed momentum of 0.9. For inference, we use rectified linear units without bias for all the models. We classify the resulting representation using logistic regression with weight decay for classification, with weight cost parameter estimated using cross-validation on a subset of the training samples of size 10000.
The threshold parameter θ is fixed to 1.0 for both the TRec and TLin autoencoder. For the cAE we tried the regularization strengths 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, −3.0; the latter being "uncontraction". In the case of the Standout AE we set α = 1,β = −1. The results are reported in the plots of Figure 5 . Learned filters are shown in Figure 4 .
From the plots in Figure 5 it is observable that the results are in line with our discussions in the earlier sections. Note, in particular that the TRec and TLin autoencoders perform well even with very few hidden units. As the number of hidden units increases, the performance of the models which tend to "tile" the input space tends to improve.
In a second experiment we evaluate the impact of different input sizes on a fixed number of features. For this experiment the training data is given by image patches of size P cropped from the center of each training image from the CIFAR-10 dataset. This yields for each patch size P a training set of 50000 samples and a test set of 10000 samples. The different patch sizes that we evaluated are 10, 15, 20, 25 as well as the original image size of 32. The number of features is set to 500 and 1000. The same preprocessing (whitening/no whitening) and classification procedure as above are used to report performance. The results are reported in Figure 6 .
It shows that using preprocessed input data directly for classification the performance increased with increasing patch size P , as one would expect. Figure 6 shows that for lower patch sizes, all the models perform equally well. The performance of the TLin based model improves monotonically as the patch size is increased. All other model's performances suffer when the patch size gets too large. Among these, the ZAE model using TRec activation suffers the least as expected.
We also experimented by initializing a neural network with features from the trained models. We use a single hidden layer MLP with ReLU units where the input to hidden weights are initialized with features from the trained models and the hidden to output weights from the logistic regression models (following (Krizhevsky & Hinton, 2009) ). The supervised fine tuning helps increase the best performance in the case of the TRec AE by a small margin to 63.2. The same was not observed in the case of the cAE where the performance slightly went down. Thus using the TRec AE followed by supervised fine-tuning yields 63.2% accuracy and the cAE with regularization strength of 3.0 yields 63.9%. To the best of our knowledge both results beat the current state-of-the-art performance on the permutation invariant CIFAR-10 recognition task (cf., for example, (Le et al., 2013) ), with the cAE with a large number of hiddens slightly outperforming the TRec. In both cases PCA without whitening was used as preprocessing. In contrast to (Krizhevsky & Hinton, 2009) we do not train on any extra data, so none of these models is provided with any knowledge of the task beyond the preprocessed training set.
Video data
The prime example of a dataset with very high intrinsic dimensionality is given by videos that show transforming random dots, as proposed in (Memisevic & Hinton, 2010) and subsequent work: each data example is a vectorized video, whose first frame is a random image and whose subsequent frames show transformations of the first frame. This type of data has an intrinsic dimensionality which is at least as high as the dimensionality of the first frame. So it is very high if the first frame is a random image.
It has been widely assumed that only bi-linear models, such as (Memisevic & Hinton, 2010) and related models, would be able to learn useful representations of this data. The interpretation of this data in terms of high intrinsic dimensionality suggests that a simple autoencoder should be able to learn reasonable features, as long as it uses a linear activation function so hidden units can span larger regions.
We found that this is indeed the case by training the ZAE on rotating random dots as proposed in (Memisevic & Hinton, 2010) . Figure 7 depicts filters learned from 10-frame random dot videos and shows that the model learns to represent the structure in this data by developing phase-shifted rotational Fourier components as discussed in the context of bi-linear models. We were not able to learn features that were distinguishable from noise with the cAE, which is in line with existing results (eg. (Memisevic, 2013) Figure 5 . Classification accuracies on CIFAR-10 dataset for multiple models with varying number of features and original input size. PCA with whitening (top) and without whitening (bottom) is used for preproceesing.
evaluation of this observation. The intrinsic dimensionality of real world movies is probably lower than that of random dot movies, but higher than that of still images.
We used the recognition pipeline proposed in (Le et al., 2011; Konda et al., 2013) and evaluated it on the Hollywood2 dataset (Marszałek et al., 2009 ). The dataset consists of 823 training videos and 884 test videos with 12 classes of human actions. The models were trained on PCA-whitened input patches of size 10 × 16 × 16 cropped randomly from training videos. The number of training patches is 500, 000. The number of features is set to 600 for all models.
In the recognition pipeline, sub blocks of the same size as the patch size are cropped from 14 × 20 × 20 superblocks, using a stride of 4. Each super block results in 8 sub blocks. The concatenation of sub block filter responses is dimensionally reduced by performing PCA to get a super block descriptor, on which a second layer of K-means learns a vocabulary of spatio-temporal words, that get classified with an SVM (for details, see (Le et al., 2011; Konda et al., 2013) ).
In our experiments we plug the features learned with the different models into this pipeline. Figure 6 . Classification accuracies on CIFAR-10 dataset for multiple models with 500 (top) and 1000 (bottom) features and different input patch sizes. PCA with whitening is used for preprocessing. the models are reported in Table 1 . They show that the TRec and TLin autoencoders clearly outperform the more localized models. Surprisingly, they also outperform more sophisticated gating models, such as (Memisevic & Hinton, 2010) , lending some support to the "collaborative hidden units" interpretation of gating.
Orthogonality of learned features
To evaluate the orthogonality of the features learned by the TRec autoencoder we computed the matrix shown in Figure 8(a) . Each cell in the matrix is dot product of a weight vector with the rest in the set. The plot shows the dot products of 70 weight vectors from a TRec ZAE model with 1000 hidden units trained on CIFAR-10. It can be observed that the norm of the weight vectors (diagonal of the matrix) is predominantly 1 which, together with the fact that dot-products are otherwise mostly 0, shows that the learned weights form an approximately orthonormal basis. However, one can also observe some values are close to −1, which shows that some features are polar opposites of one another. This suggests that the image data is distributed densely within subspaces, which the TRec model, due to rectification, needs to span using multiple weight vector. This also explains the success of the TLin model for few hidden units on large patchsizes ( Figure 6 ). For comparison, the dot product matrix for feature vectors from a cAE model is depicted in Figure 8 
Rectified linear inference
In previous sections we discussed the importance of (unbiased) rectified linear inference. Here we experimentally show that using rectified linear inference yields the best performance among different inference schemes. We use a cAE model with a fixed number of hiddens trained on CIFAR-10 images. We evaluate the performance of The performance plots are compared in Figure 9 , confirming and extending the results presented in (Coates et al., 2011; Saxe et al., 2011 Figure 9 . Classification accuracies on CIFAR-10 dataset for cAE model with different inference schemes.
Discussion
Quantizing the input space with tiles proportional in quantity to the data density is arguably the best way to represent data given enough training data and enough tiles, because it allows us to approximate any function reasonably well using simply a linear subsequent layer. However, for data with high intrinsic dimensionality and a limited number of hidden units, we have no other choice than to summarize regions using responses that are invariant to some changes in the input. From this perspective, invariance clearly is a "necessary evil" not a goal in itself. But it is increasingly important for increasingly high dimensional inputs.
We showed that linear not affine hidden responses allow us to get invariance, because the density defined by a linear autoencoder is a superposition of (possibly large) regions or subspaces. Our work also suggests viewing subspace (AKA square-pooling) models as a way to define larger regions, so as to cope with dimensionality. This is quite different from saying it allows us to learn "covariance structure" (Ranzato et al., 2010) or to "represent relations" (Memisevic & Hinton, 2010) . It does seem likely, however, that the two tasks of encoding relations and of representing linear regions are intimately related, given that the same type of learning mechanisms seem to apply to both.
An interesting direction for future work will be the study of thresholding in feed-forward networks, especially considering that higher layers are often high-dimensional and their units less correlated than the input data, making them likely amenable to more "collaborative" hidden units, too.
